44. Electricity Policy

Congress should
● repeal the Federal Power Act of 1935 and abolish the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC);
● repeal the 1935 Public Utility Holding Company Act (PUHCA)

and the 1978 Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA);
● privatize federal power marketing authorities, the Tennessee

Valley Authority, and all federal power generation facilities;
● eliminate all tax preferences applicable to municipal power

companies and electricity cooperatives;
● eliminate all federal price subsidies, tax incentives, and regula-

tory preferences for renewable energy;
● declare that any state or municipal regulation of the generation,

transmission, distribution, or retail sale of electricity interferes
with interstate trade and is a violation of the U.S. Constitution’s
Commerce Clause; and
● require open, nondiscriminatory access to all federal public
rights-of-way for electricity transmission and distribution services, except when such services present a public safety
hazard.

The electricity regulatory system in the United States produced large
discrepancies in costs between states in the 1970s and 1980s. By the early
1990s many states with a large nuclear or independent power component
had high retail prices, and those that stuck with traditional coal-based
facilities (and hydropower) had low-cost electricity.
Even though the regulatory system did not protect consumers from
high-cost electricity, no one has proposed eliminating regulation. The
response to the cost discrepancy has been initiation of a policy of mandatory
open access to ‘‘restructure’’ regulation instead of eliminating it.
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Under mandatory open access, competition is introduced into the generation sector, but transmission and distribution systems remain regulated
monopolies to which generators have access at nondiscriminatory prices.

Transmission and Distribution: The Intellectual Discussion
The case for a competitive market in generation was accepted long
ago by academics. Academic discussion now is about how large a role
decentralized markets can play in the operation of the transmission system.
Some observers argue that, with the assistance of computer models,
decentralized trade between buyers and sellers of electricity can occur and
reach an efficient equilibrium without central direction as long as every
sale is accompanied by transmission rights that reflect the physical ability
of the transmission system to carry the flow.
Other observers believe the decentralized solution would entail enormous transaction costs because of the many agents required to facilitate
the development and trading of transmission rights. Those people argue
that the inability of transmission rights to reflect the true effects of generator
output on the system would require central intervention anyway.
Another important issue in transmission policy is the identification and
funding of new transmission investment. Again, there are two sides to
the debate: one advocates centralized solutions and the other advocates
decentralized solutions. According to the latter view, consortia of generators would fund new investment and, in turn, get rights (that reflect the
physical ability of the transmission system to carry the flow according to
computer simulations) to inject power into or take power from the system
in proportion to their financial contributions.
Economist Paul Joskow offers the more traditional centralized view of
transmission investment:
Transmission investment decisions do not immediately strike me as being
ideally suited to relying entirely on the invisible hand. Transmission investments are lumpy, characterized by economies of scale and can have physical
impacts throughout the network. The combination of imperfectly defined
property rights, economies of scale and long-lived sunk costs for transmission investments, and imperfect competition in the supply of generating
services can lead to either underinvestment or overinvestment at particular
points on the network if we rely entirely on market forces (Chao and
Huntington, p. 24).

Joskow is correct that the characteristics of transmission and distribution
are not those usually associated with textbook competitive markets. How470
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ever, rivalry is possible and important for both static and dynamic efficiency, but rivalry is now suppressed by state monopoly franchise laws.
In the cable TV industry, where analogous monopoly franchises exist,
when entry has been allowed, it has occurred in spite of characteristics
analogous to those described by Joskow for electricity. For example,
Montgomery County, Maryland, authorized a second cable company to
wire up the county in 1999.
Even if the decentralized solution is imperfect, mandatory open access
is probably worse. The experience we have had with mandatory open
access in telecommunications since 1996 should make us very wary about
going down the same road in electricity policy. Mandatory open access
eliminates the incentive for new infrastructure. Under the regime that
seems to be in place in the states that have restructured their electricity
regulations, large commercial users and independent generators are going
to demand that the transmission system serve their needs at rates determined
by public service commissions. As economist Robert Crandall says:
There is no limit to the ideas that I may have for using your property at
prices that are as low as I could obtain by building the facilities myself. . . .
Unfortunately, this [open access policy] is based in large part on assuming
that sharing the infrastructure built under all of the distorted incentives
created by regulation will somehow lead to efficient competition (Crandall,
pp. 19– 20).

Thus the right question to ask is, not whether decentralized transmission
investment would be optimal, but whether it would be good enough
to work.

Transmission and Distribution: The Political Discussion
The political discussion at the state and federal levels has not reflected
the intellectual discussion. Instead, it reflects conflicts that arise within
the mandatory-open-access paradigm.
Half the states are not actively considering deregulation because their
costs are low and stable because of extensive use of coal or hydropower
sources. Such states have little interest in developing more extensive
transmission systems to serve merchant power plants participating in the
interstate market. People who advocate mandatory open access (merchant
power producers and large industrial consumers) want an increased federal
regulatory role in transmission service to prevent vertically integrated
utilities from Balkanizing the national transmission market. But the manda471
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tory-open-access lobby is not really on the side of the angels, despite their
pro-competition rhetoric, because they want the costs of new transmission
investment to be borne by all electricity ratepayers rather than by new
merchant generators.
A central question under mandatory open access is, How can we prevent
traditional utilities from favoring their own generators (to the extent they
do not divest them) through manipulation of access to and pricing of
transmission facilities that they also own? The predominant answer has
been to hand the operation of the transmission network to nonprofit entities— independent system operators— organized by the old utilities. But
those operators are political institutions whose structure invites inefficiency, inconsistency, and dominance by transmission owners.
An alternative organizational model for transmission is a for-profit
transmission company regulated under ‘‘ incentive regulation,’’ rather than
traditional command-and-control regulation, to promote dynamic efficiency. Many people object to private for-profit transmission companies
because, until they face genuine rivalry, either from competing wires
systems or distributed generation from decentralized natural-gas generators, for-profit transmission companies would have an incentive to restrict
use of their lines and raise prices, as would any monopolist. Incentive
regulation overcomes such objections because it allows the company to
make more money by increasing than by decreasing throughput in the
transmission system.
After a transition period of incentive regulation, transmission and distribution should be deregulated because their natural-monopoly characteristics are overstated. Even to the extent such characteristics exist, the efficiency consequences may not be large, and evidence does not suggest
that regulation by commission, which has given us excessively costly
nuclear-power and cogeneration contracts, has protected consumers in the
ways that populist rhetoric suggests.
There are several reasons to believe that the market power of unregulated
transmission and distribution companies would be less than conventional
wisdom suggests.
● Competition might well arise from small turbines using natural gas

to generate electricity. Electricity transmission owners have nothing
to gain from alienating customers to the point where they switch to
the natural-gas alternative.
● Before exclusive franchises were granted by governments, multiple
entrepreneurs were quite willing to generate and distribute electricity.
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● Mandatory open access to state and federally created rights-of-way

is a much less mischievous policy than is mandatory open access to
the wires themselves. The threat of such access may be sufficient to
induce incumbent electricity transmission companies to price their
services competitively.

What Should Be Done?
The entire existing federal apparatus for regulating electricity should
be repealed because the market failure rationales for its existence do not
exist. The Federal Power Act, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), PURPA (a limited version of mandatory access, whose main
function has been to force utilities to purchase power from third parties
at nonmarket prices), and the archaic PUHCA (which strictly controls the
ownership and management structures of electric utilities) all should go.
Congress should also ensure a level economic playing field by privatizing the federal power marketing authorities, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and all federal power generation facilities; and tax and fiscal preferences
granted to municipal power companies and electricity cooperatives should
be terminated.
All federal price subsidies, tax incentives, and regulatory preferences for
renewable energy should also be eliminated. The environmental benefits of
renewable energy are dramatically overstated. In fact, every single renewable energy source has drawn legitimate opposition from environmental
organizations. If and when fossil fuels become more scarce, the electricity
industry, without assistance, will turn to more abundant (i.e., cheaper)
alternatives.
The price advantage currently enjoyed by fossil fuels cannot be attributed
to present or past subsidies. Research suggests that, historically, the actions
of government have kept petroleum prices above rather than below an
unregulated market price. The only fuel that government has consistently
subsidized is nuclear, but the effect of the subsidies has been to displace
some coal and natural gas production of electricity and raise rather than
lower the price of electricity.
The most damaging electricity regulations, however, emanate from state
public utility commissions that restrict entry and set rates. Should states
have the right to create restrictions on entry (franchises) in the electric
utility market? May the federal government prevent states from harming
consumers?
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Investor-owned utilities and their trade association argue that the federal
government may not prevent states from regulating utilities. But precedent
exists for such intervention. Congress deregulated interstate trucking in
1980, but state regulation of intrastate trucking continued, and its main
effect was to restrict entry by new firms and raise the price of shipping
for consumers. In 1994 Congress prohibited states from regulating motor
carriers, except household movers, and no constitutional questions have
been raised.
While many legislators are (rightly) reluctant to interfere in state regulatory affairs, the Constitution’s commerce clause gives Congress the power
to remove barriers to interstate trade erected by state lawmakers. Congress
should, therefore, preempt all state or municipal regulations that control
the generation, transmission, distribution, or retail sale of electricity.
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